Wireless network are growing rapidly, leading to overloaded systems, unacceptable delays and increasing computational costs due to inefficient channel allocation strategy. Handoff call is more important over new call so it must provide some priority; this is the prime objective of all channel allocation strategy. In this paper we propose regular users priority scheme to better utilization of channel and reduce handover blocking probability. We have analyzed a particular path for several users and assign a symbol for regular, medium and normal users. These symbols are also inserted with other related information of user in HLR. Some channels are reserve for regular and medium users over normal users. Strategy of channel reservation schemes provides priority to regular and medium user over normal user. The aim of proposed scheme will use to increase user loyalty by reducing handover blocking probability. Now-a-days it is important not only to acquire new mobile users for mobile companies but also retain them. We can retain mobile users by providing them good channel facility as described in proposed scheme.
INTRODUCTION
The wireless communication field is a very fast growing area with the no. of mobile subscribers [4] and their demand for better resources increasing day by day.4G wireless supported to launch by 2010, but there are several issues faced by researchers in achieving the desired features. Following are key features of 4G [7] .
Full packet switched network Anytime and anywhere communication. Unlimited spectrum and its allocation Introduce a better system with reduces cost Support for multimedia services at low bit transmission cost. Increasing the user loyalty Proper utilization of radio resources.
Currently, most of research works on handoff issues in 4G systems focuses on keeping unlimited communications with timely location update or reducing handoff latency and packet loss in IP-based Wireless Network. Now-a-days, when no. of mobile subscriber is increasing, it is also important to increase the customer loyalty. It is also one of the objectives of mobile company's that lead the research of increasing loyalty of mobile subscriber. Mobile company is not only concentrating on increasing their subscribers but also how to retain them. We can increase customer loyalty by providing their customer following services:
Unlimited channel capacity All time connectivity Un -Interrupted Communication Unlimited channel capacity can be provided by the proper utilization of resources as we know that spectrum capacity is limited. No subscribers want to drop his call due to limitation of channel. All subscribers want un-interrupted communication from one cell to another cell. Handoff is a process to move from one cell to other. Handoff call is more important then new call. So it is necessary to manage handoff call rather than new call specifically for old and valuable subscriber. Objective of this paper is to increase customer loyalty.
In this paper we present a scheme to provide better quality of service to old and dedicated subscribers by managing handoffs. Proposed scheme is based on analysis of the movement of users from one cell to another in different timestamp for a particular user in particular time periods and construct a probability transition matrix. Generally user follows a fix route or schedule in his daily life so all the preferable handovers are known. This paper is composed of 5 sections. Section 1 covers the Introduction. In Sec.2, we describe about the system and Sec-3 outlines the Regular user handoff's schemes. Section 3.1 describes the channel allocation strategy. In Sec. 4, we simulate and compare proposed scheme with existing scheme. Finally we conclude the paper in Sec. 5.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
If a subscriber is working in Delhi and living in Meerut and he uses his vehicle to covered this distance daily. He is a business man and uses his mobile during his journey. He started his journey at 8:00 AM and reaches office at 10:00 AM. Similarly he takes 2 hr. in returning at 5:00 PM to 7:00 PM. He follows same path from Meerut-Delhi and Delhi-Meerut daily. Consider following path within cellular architecture.
Person X, start his journey from cell 1 and completed his journey in cell 7. Following position has been observed ( fig. 1 ) in every 5 minutes during i.e. 8:00 to 10:00 AM.
1-2-3-7-6-1-6-5-1-6-5-4-7 handovers have been observed from above table.1 during each 8:00-10:00 AM in Meerut to Delhi path. Now we will check no. of users who will follow the same handovers in path during these hours. Each user is analyzed upto 90 days. And find following probability of each user to follow the same route from Meerut to Delhi. We can compute these probability on the basis of user profile based (UPB) scheme [5] . Average summation of each steady state of each location is the probability of each user. 
REGULAR USER 'S HANDOFF SCHEME
From above Table 2 , we can divide mobile subscribers in three categories.
Regular user Medium user Normal user
Regular users are those users whose probability to follow same handover path more than or equal to 65%. Medium users are those users whose probability to follow the same path is less than 65% and equal to or greater than 50%. Rest of user fall in 'Normal users'. These users are assigned a symbol for identification of their category as shown in Table. 3. We know that user's information is stored in Home Location Register (HLR).Now we insert a new field 'R' or 'M' in data base for each user. 'N' symbol is added with normal user. This scheme gives the priority to regular and medium user's handoff over normal user.
Channel Allocation Strategy
If a mobile user wants to talk with other mobile user, then it must get a free channel from the base station. If all the channels are busy, then a new call is considered as 'Block': This kind of blocking is simply known as 'New call Blocking'. In a multi-cell system when the mobile users move from one place to another, during active call, is called as handover [6] . No. of regular/medium user is blocked = 8
SIMULATION & COMPARISON
No. of normal user is blocked = 2
In our proposed regular user's handoff scheme all 15 channels are dedicated for regular and medium users. So all normal user's handoff is considered as blocked and rest of user' handoff is served.
No. of regular/medium user is blocked = 0
No. of normal user is blocked = 10
We have seen maximum regular user and normal users are successfully completed their call without any interruption due to channel shortage. These users are our regular users so we must need to provide better service to them regardless normal or new users.
CONCLUSION
Major issue of 4G is not only to provide multimedia support and 24 hour high definition communication but also increasing customer loyalty. It can be increases by using regular user's priority scheme. Specific path is analyzed for various users and if a user is following same path more than 40% then assign an appropriate symbol R, M or N. These users provide priority over normal users. RM channels are reserved for Regular or Medium type of user. This scheme will definitely increase handoff blocking probability for normal users but provide a better quality to our regular or prospective users.
